
 
 

Strengthening Social Connections with our Colleagues! 
 
As we transition to an all-remote work culture for a while, we’d like to remind all of you that, 
despite the current state of the universe, there’s still time for fun and to connect with one 
another. That non-work-related social connection activity is important and a feature, not a 
bug, of our achieving great work together! We’d like to suggest some activities to foster 
camaraderie while working remotely. Here are some ideas to try with your teams: 
 
MTV Cribs - Our Way!  
Have teams partake in vlogging with friends (video log) their new work surroundings. It will allow 
others to get a glimpse of their new “normal” to be shared over Slack. We could get one out 
each evening and maybe start the following day with a little laughter - and a few insights into 
their valued colleague’s whole self, passions, etc. Teammates can share it on a dedicated Slack 
channel. Vlog could be posted by 7pm for breakfast or coffee time review the following day! 
 
Donut Calls 
Donut is a Slack extension that automatically pairs up folks in an org. up for a non-work-related 
1-on-1 call. These are fun, random calls that give an opportunity for remote employees (a.k.a.- 
all of us!) to get to know people they normally wouldn’t be working with on a daily basis. Calls 
should last around 15 mins and are automatically generated through Slack. 
 
Untalent Shows - Potential Fundraisers for preferred COVID-19-related cause 
You get to join this Zoom room for a small contribution pledge (e.g. $5 / $10) and be wowed by 
your colleagues’ 3 mins of fame: juggling, piano/guitar playing, Karaoke, stand-up set, illusions, 
skit, trademark dance moves, etc. Maybe a $50 pledge is required to leave the room! : )  
 
Virtual Game Olympics 
A Team Lead runs the tournament, e.g. checkers, connect 4, etc, (good for 15-20 minute break) 
different rounds per day.  
https://papergames.io/en 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.wb.goog.ellen.psych&hl=en_US 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.etermax.preguntados.lite&hl=en_US 
 
Pick a “What you bingin’?” TV Series Club / Or a Book 
Vote on a tv show or series to watch/book to read then create a Zoom room to discuss. 
(Or to jump start the fun book or TV show note comparing, and make it seem less like a “new 
assignment” you could begin with connecting on shows you’ve recently binged or are already in 
the process of binging, e.g. connecting folks who’re very into Hunters, The Witcher, The Boys, 
Glee’s back catalog, other classics like, The Office, or whatever!)  
 
Also, BYOI (Bring Your Own Idea) for Slack channels for sharing interests/passions!  
#recipe_swap 
#animalz_wfh 
#quarantine_movie_nights 
https://museumhack.com/virtual-team-building-for-remote-teams/ 
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